A novel methodology to probe endothelial differential gene expression profile reveals novel genes.
Endothelial dysfunction is a major feature of vascular diseases. A practical, minimally invasive method to effectively "probe" gene transcription for an individual patient's endothelium has potential to "customize" assessment for an individual at risk of vascular disease as well as pathophysiologic insight in an in vivo human, clinical context. Published literature lacks a methodology to identify endothelial differential gene expression in individuals with vascular disease. We describe a methodology to do so. The aim of this study was to specifically utilize (a) cutaneous microvascular biopsy, (b) laser capture microdissection, (c) cDNA amplification, (d) suppression subtractive hybridization, (e) high-throughput sequencing techniques, (f) real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and (g) in combination of these methods, to profile differential gene expression in the context of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease. Endothelial cells were obtained by laser capture microdissection from a patient and a healthy sibling's microvascular biopsy tissues. Endothelial RNA was extracted, reverse transcribed, and amplified to ds cDNA. Suppression subtractive hybridization was used to establish an endothelial differential gene expression library. Real-time PCR confirmed SERP1, caspase 8, IGFBP7, S100A4, F85, and F147 up-regulation between 1.4- and 3.47-fold. The authors have successfully established a methodology to profile endothelial differential gene expression and identified six differentially expressed genes. This minimally invasive novel method has potential wide application in the customized assessment of many patients suffering vascular diseases.